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Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

Which type of group(s) are you
representing here?

0 6 5

(1/3)
Science/Academia
18 %
National Government
43 %
Regional/Local Government
0%
NGO/Civil Society
11 %
Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities
2%

Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

Which type of group(s) are you
representing here?
(2/3)
Philanthropy
2%
Business/Industry
2%
Think-Tank
5%
Finance Organisations
2%
Media
0%

0 6 5

Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

Which type of group(s) are you
representing here?

0 6 5

(3/3)
Still in Education
0%
Here as a Citizen
12 %
International Organisations
31 %
Another group
5%

Multiple-choice poll

Are you currently physically participating
in the conference or online?

0 9 9

I’m here in the room!
94 %
I’m a virtual participant!
6%

Multiple-choice poll

Where are you based?

1 2 2

Africa
9%
Asia-Pacific
15 %
Western Europe and Others Group
57 %
Central and Eastern Europe
6%
Latin America and the Caribbean
7%
Outer Space
7%

Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

What sort of country/countries do you
work in?

1 2 8

developed country
62 %
developing country
38 %
least developed country
13 %
small island developing state
14 %
country with economy in transition
15 %

Rating poll
How confident are you t hat t he post -2020 global biodiversit y
framework will be st rong enough t o enable us t o reach t he 2050
vision of "Living in Harmony wit h Nat ure"?

1 5 5

Score: 2.9

39%

21%
14%

17%
9%

1

2

3

4

5

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(1/11)
Clear consensus on a science

Understand efforts on

based approach to the gbf

biodiversity

Party hard

Understanding each country's

An urgent radical change

contribution to the

Honesty. China talking about

conservation & preservation of

biodiversity while they pay to

biodiversity.

poach endangered species

Increase political commitment

made me almost laugh.

for global system change:

Understand efforts on

change in extraction,

biodiversity

production, trade, consumption

Understanding each country's

and disposal

contribution to the

That governments will act.

conservation & preservation of

Respect nature and native

biodiversity.

people!

To better implement

Identify a strengthened

Biodiversity conservation

approach for aligning

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(2/11)
national and global targets and

ideas in order to stabling a

by extension, scalable

post 2020 achivements

indicators and data that can

Agree on the need for a

support this

platform for tracking targets

Clarify how this process is

and a process by which we use

actually going to work because

it for continual, forward looking

now it looks like a goat rodeo...

target tracking at national,

to be convinced that

regional and global scales

something is going to change

New ideas

from business as usual

Networking, and New

Developing a consensus on

expirience

vision and targets for CBD

concrete

2030 and 2050

new ideas

Clear framework for post-2020

finding solutions

Be igrements al level global
and local to improve new

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(3/11)
Ambition

How to address the factors

Engage local communities and

that have prevented progress

indigenous peoples

Forget interests...lets save the

Representation of vulnerable

planet

groups, including indigenous

More biodiversity financing

and local communities, women,

democratise the processes

and chilren

behind development and

Motivation and inspiration

conservation

Working together for a better

Change for the next

future

generations

Something triggering action

Gain insight

Common understanding

optimistic

Stronger understanding of

A plan

linkages

creative and ambitious ways

dance like no one's watching

forward

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(4/11)
Political will

More indusrty

Trouver des coopérations pour

A closer link between the

la protection de la biodiversité

science community and the

contribution to the journey of

Party representatives here

2050 vision

Strong partnership

Networking

I hope we will seek solutions

nature based solutions in

beyond political correctness,

practical way

and engage diverse

Start to see something specific

stakeholders including

and real

indigenous peoples and local

Better conserve biodiversity

communities

Share experience

Concrete plan and action

Humans and biodiversity

Biodiversity steward

learning new

Political will

People Planet

Communication

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(5/11)
communication comminication

paradigm shift

Nature > economics

Ambition

Transparency

Stronger partnership

Getting inspiration, motivate,

To get a better understanding

include

of parties’ views on the

Straight plan to achieve post

content of a revised set of

2020

biodiversity targets

Recognition of the importance

Simplified post 2020

of IPLCs

Biodiversity framework

Innovative ideas

Few more small steps

Feel good

Honesty

sharing responsibilities

Making the necessary links &

Get inspiration, good

Concrete ways forward.

discussions, knowledge

Listening to others

exchange

Transformative learning

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(6/11)
To reach a coordinated effort

New ideas

to Chang

Inspirator to action We must

Concrete ways forward and

adressa popularitet change

common understanding

change the dialogue

Parties to have informed basis

Common understanding

for decisions

New ideas Creativity Defining

CHANGE

together common

better environment in the

understanfing and solutions

future

Ambitions

Agreement that outcome-

Contribute to conservation of

based targets and indicators

nature

are paramount to achieve the

Science knowledge evidence

2050 vision

Rom for sustainable use, not

better environment in the

misantropic protection

future

Biodiversity first!

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(7/11)
Negociations

new ways to tell our

Clarity Way forward

biodiversity saving stories!

Intake biodiversity

Knowledge

conservation personal

Creative

Strong common advices

More participatory approach to

effective targets

conservation

Learn how to Foster proper

That we all get inspired to

implementation of post 2020

transformational change

framework and targets

Leadership

Accountability

Roadmap for living in balance

Heightened expectations

with nature

New Ideas

Simply realizing we’re in a

A concrete plan for post 2020

hurry, and big changes must

with realistic measurable

happen fast

targets

Communicative torgets!

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(8/11)
Knowledge and new contacts

for business

Apex Targets

Identify a pathway for clear

beyond business as usual

SMART target formulation that

Sincerity

includes identified indicators

Degrowth

More progress on Post-2020

Clarity on what ambitious

GBF

means

Engagement

Nature based solutions targets

Change

Knowledge inspiration

Practicality

Concrete ideas

build some common

Creativity

understanding

Science foundation for

New ideas

ambitious framework

Inspiration

Collaborations across countries

To get into the science

Get inspirational message

evidence

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(9/11)
for ambition of the new GBF

Science based targets - HOW?

Political will

Bold

Synergies

Inspiration

Commitments

Coherence

Roadmap to reach out to

Ambition

decision makers that are not in

Way forward, collaborations,

this room

ideas

Accountability

to highlight the gaps in former

Build trust

targets and how to bridge

Make biodiversity great again!

them

robust discussion

Mechenisms

Clear road map

Actions

New ideas

Develop ideas

Ambition

Honesty

Synergy

Concrete ways forward

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?

1 4 4

(10/11)
Be a better environmental

actionable targets for

steward

biodiversity

Clarity and inspiration

Actions

Ambition

Understand what science-

One step further to GBF

based targets are

Fruitful dialogue

Preparing for 2020

Be inspired

renewed hope for humanity

Sign of a strong possibility of

Action

systemic changes

Increase my knowledge on the

Inspiration and new ideas

topic

New ideas

Inspiration

Ambition

change

Ideas on how to achieve

Coherence

transformational change

Hear new ideas, new

Start of bold clear

approaches

Open text poll

What are your hopes for this conference?
(11/11)
Creativity
Ambition
Committment
Inspire ambition
Synergy
transformation
Ambition
New ideas
clarety
Clearity
Respect
Inspiration
convergence

1 4 4

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(1/30)
Get the young into nature

term economic gains to long-

Good local diverse and shared

term resilience of socio-

food!

ecological systems

Food a good vector for

Should we be regulating

mainstreaming nature charm

against standard ‘built in

Get the wide population on-

obsolescence’ in numerous

board! Communicate!

products currently dominating

Good food!

the market?

Good food is diverse food

Inclusiveness

Think beyond 2050 to

Move from valuing short term

materialize the vision 2050

economic gains to long-term

Change of education syllabus

resilience of socio-ecological

from all primary schools

systems

Move from valuing short

Make nature-based solutions

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(2/30)
a priority, standard measure in

Cepa

all relevant actions

Get the young into nature

how do we help the

ASEAN Biodiversity Outlook

negotatiors choose SMART

report is a good template for

targets?

the framing of the GBF

need the GBF and its targets to

2030 targets against the 250

be translatable to have value

vision - quantifiable milestones

and resonance with the key

with measurable targets and

sectors and public and youth

indicators that we regionally

Green cities

and nationally flexible in

more focus on lessons and

implementation

solutions from the developing

Good local diverse and shared

world

food!
Changing demographics

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(3/30)
change the balance of

and governance systems

perceptions of nature

Food a good vector for

increased financing

mainstreaming nature charm

Empowerment of iplcs

1. Changing how you measure

pathways to sustainable

economic models. 2.

consumption/production to

Integrating into formal

accommodate Nature in a 9

curriculum, work more with

billion person world - thus

education sector, how to talk

focus on developing regions

to the youth and

and their lessons learned
where most people live and
where most biodiversity is.
Genetic resorces
Reviewed legal frameworks

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(4/30)
how youth talk to the parents

who are acting differently. 5.

and incorporate technology

Consider biodiversity in health,

into education sector (youth

education policy, so that

influencing parents). 3.

developing countries include

Innovate ways to communicate

consideration of biodiversity in

and market knowledge

flood, cyclones. 6. Guatemala –

(including scientific knowledge)

having government invest in

on nature. How to get a simple

tackling drivers of livestock

target to catch people’s

industry, for example. Making

attention? Tangible, visual

the linkages to rescue

ways to

traditional knowledge, culture.

create linkages. 4. Influencing

7. Measure the cost of not

policy-makers, pointing out

doing something as opposed to

those

the cost

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(5/30)
of doing something. 8.

how much development

Mainstreaming biodiversity into

needed to implement policies.

other departments, trade

11. Pathway to sustainable

business, finance 9.

development.

Environment department

Many pathways are needed

should have list of priorities

and the pathways need to be

where the resources should be

dynamic

invested in.

need to communicate the

10. Information on thresholds,

trade offs and synergies and

research on thresholds to be

inform the public and policy

able to talk to competing

makers on altenrative futures.

areas,

High level Government
attention to wildlife
Sustainable agriculture

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(6/30)
What will be the future of

Legislation by introducing no-

trade?

net loss for environmental

GBF needs a strong

licencing procedures

communication plan with

Internalisation of

translated terms to engage the

environmental costs

public and key sectors

lessons learned from other

Circular economy

MEAs and SDGs - need to

Get the wide population on-

develop pathways with early

board! Communicate!

wins/outcomes while still have

focus GBF around key words in

the long-temr vision in mind

the Vision - targets around

Increased knowledge of Nature

value, conserve, restore, wisely

Greater transparency and

use with indicators to track

participation

Action

ensure GBF is not only

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(7/30)
framed globally but flexible

biodiversity to advance human

enough to allow relevant

progress - frame it this way to

actions at regional and

facilitate mainstreaming

national levels

Statistics takes Nature into

Change in food systems

account

Develop our communications

Accelerate the implementation

skills to enable us to reach

of known policies and practices

peoples' hearts and create

focus targets and

enthusiasm and sense of

communications around

urgency

Nature for People - benefits of

Recognition and reward for

conservation to engage the

costs of/benefits of using

public and decision-makers

nature

Develop specific policy options

Support for IPLCs

Ensure intergenerational

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(8/30)
equity

individual persons

Places where Nature’s

Strengthened Protected Areas

interests have priority over

(Marine and Terrestrial)

people

Bring local communities and

Improved monitoring, reporting

indigenouos people into the

and compliance

conversation

bending the curve to 2030 is a

set 2030 milestones against

similar concept to what we

the 2050 vision but be mindful

tried in 2011 to 2020 plan -

that societal conditions

can we draw on some lessons

underlying actions are still

learned to improve the GBF

relevant - need to be adaptive

and develop a smart roadmap

Finding ways to account for

to 2050

effects of actions and

Show possibilities/options for

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(9/30)
policies on biodiversity loss:

Answer-this is a vision, we will

accountability of policy makers

get to pathways later

Sustainability issues and

Contention on the exercise, is

human related issues solved

it interpretation of the vision

simultaneously

or is it how to achieve it

Communitcation and

Example: Sami people, make

accountability: Bridge the gap

living from wild salmon for

between scientific knowledge

generations, populations have

and policy making

been decreasing overtime so

Treat two questions separately

the government

Question-is vision realizable
unless we factor in
demographics

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(10/30)
made a strict regime as to

can we determine what is

what was acceptable and only

sustainable, and what is the

for afew days. At the same

sustainable use, balancing use

time farmed fish are being

and resources-conservation,

promoted and it has it’s own

development and humans

consequences, loss of natural

Sustainable use, moving

resources, loss of traditions.

beyond pure conservation

This was highlighted in a

approaches, coexistence

radioshow, who cares about

between humans and the rest

subsistence fishing you can get

of

the commodity from any
store.-only revenue is
promoted How

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(11/30)
nature rather than create an

ecosystems-in Pakistan,

articificial divide, living in

sustainable harvest. The

harmony with nature has many

Makhor is the national animal

facets, most things are

of Pakistan, there is a strict

multifaceted. Embracing

annual quota on that,

diversity in agricultural

community based hunting

systems, biodiverse systems

program, the communities

which maintain ecosystem

where the animals live are

functions, ecosystem based

poorer and many people kill

solutions, and use the actual

them just to survive. Now

terms-systematic holistic

income raised goes to the

approaches Biodiversity and

community,

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(12/30)
so it makes sense for people to

indigenous voices, often these

conserve it as it is a valuable

systems are more diverse and

resource Develop frameworks

resilient in addition to more

which empower local

nutritious, so pathways which

communities and enable

empower local communities

countries to develop sensible

and ensure that their

and practicable visions. These

traditions are valued as part of

frameworks need to

these systems Sustainable use

have pathways that help

is a key part of

balance the needs of people

harmony/balance-of course

and biodiversity and also

this fluctuates. Linkages are

values

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(13/30)
needed between sections.

every sector Keep high levels

Promote diversity across

of ambition throughout

sectors, sustainable financing

Building capacity for leadership

are also key-and the protection

Equitable use of resources

of ecosystem services.

Changing consumption and

Environmental “justice”,

production patterns Feeding

companies exploit local

the people without hurting the

resources, there needs to be

environment Human networks

protectionism-we need

Allocate funding to deliver

safeguards in place at all

Create SYSTEMS for managing

levels. Lax regulations, or the

natural capital (basis of cake)

buying off of regulations.

Dissolve/bridge institutional

“Fairshare” standards

obstacles and different

Internalizing externalities for

systemic approaches

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(14/30)
Bring the youth and future

users, those who live with it

generation on board

need to understand what living

Making biodiversity (basis of

in harmony with nature means.

cake) a top priority, commonly

Make it clear 2. Raise

understood

awareness, educate people in

Make friends with sectors

issues if access and Benefit

Agree on / create common,

Sharing 3. Promote sustainable

cross-sectoral biodiversity

consumption and production

status knowledge base and

patterns Pathways: 1. Improve

understanding, including the

legislation making process

fundamental role of diversity

making it inclusive 2. Ensure

Change how you measure
economic models.
1. Policy makers, biodiversity

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(15/30)
FPIC from all stakeholders 3.

protected areas

Need for strong legislation

local community and

followed by serious

sustainable use

implementation 4. Create

changing human behaviour

rights based frameworks for

building partnerships

indeginous people's 5. Let

clear and concise

people be resource owners and

change human behaivor

their mindsets and behavior

clear and concise

change in favour of

change human behaivor

conservation 6. Redraw

SMART targets and simple

tangible links on biodiversity

framework focused on drivers

and economy, biodiversity and

of loss

livelihoods etc

Set 2030 targets as pathway

local community

milestones in

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(16/30)
the context of the 2959 vision

Finding topics for mobilization

Production and consumption

Legislation for an enabling

Equality

environment

Different ideas and languages

Conservation messaging

are part of the solution

Communication

Sustainability

protected areas

Natural capital assessments

sustainable use

Aligning all scales of

local community and

governance

sustainable use

Human health depends on

Communities

biodiversity

Due diligence on

Conservation messaging

understanding the real costs

Local ownership-IPLCs

on the environment
Sustainable diets

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(17/30)
USE BIODIVERSITY BASED ON

social costs of our current

SUSTAINABLE

development model, shift

Intergenerational equity and

subsidies to sustainable

socio-environmental justice

practices and reduced

pathway

ecological footprint, focus on

Do way with voluntary actions

local initiatives Need for

Policy evaluation

increased awareness of the

Paying real costs

values of biodiversity,

Statistics

biodiversity mainstreamed in

Biodiversity mainstreamed in

educational sectors Access and

all sectors Need to incorporate

benefit sharing: inequalities

the real ecological and

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(18/30)
at the core of biodiversity loss

technology

Rights-based pathway:

Internalization of externalities

Empowerment of people,

Intergenerational

bottom up, enhanced

Collaboration

engagement of stakeholders in

Dialogue

decision-making,

Make better use of biodiversity

decentralization Commit to a

changing human behaviour

set of principles/values that

Change

lead us towards harmony with

CHANGE

nature instead of infinite

Set 2030 targets as pathway

consumption and production

milestones in the context of

Wildlife

the 2959 vision

Change

Community rights

Appropriate affordable

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(19/30)
Sustainable economies

1) Empowering people that

Control on corporate power

they can and must contribute

National Accounts for Nature

to creating change for

Food

biodiversity 2) define what

Realistic

living in harmony means - use

Biodiversity

biodiversity sustainably -

Integrated valuation/planning

Halting the loss - Ensure well

for land and sea

being of people - align social

Good food!

policies with biodiversity

Food

conservation - create

Cities

awareness 3) focus on

building partnerships
Sustainable consumption and
production pathways

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(20/30)
reduced consumption 4)

mechanisms

support good governance 5)

Food

change system of subsidies 6)

Green Cities

look at production systems -

Consumer

global trade and biodiversity

Food system

loss - biodiversity safeguards in

Traditional

trade agreements - need to

Health

create incentives for

clear and concise

biodiversity restoration - those

change human behaivor

that feet are biodiversity loss

Good food is diverse food

must be held responsible

Responsibility Mainstreaming

Consumer

and integration of biodiversity

Our future

goals across different sectors

Enhancing incentive

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(21/30)
Compliance mechanism

Equity

Consumer

Address embodied impacts -

Internalizing externalities for

sustainable trade!

every sector Keep high levels

Integrated convention

of ambition throughout

reporting

Building capacity for leadership

Tools

Equitable use of resources

redefine protected areas

Changing consumption and

Alternative job creation for

production patterns Feeding

land users

the people without hurting the

Livelihood

environment Human networks

Biodiversity

Land-use planning

Biodiversity mainstreamed in

Farmers

all sectors Need to incorporate

Economy

the real ecological

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(22/30)
and social costs of our current

Rights-based pathway:

development model, shift

Empowerment of people,

subsidies to sustainable

bottom up, enhanced

practices and reduced

engagement of stakeholders in

ecological footprint, focus on

decision-making,

local initiatives Need for

decentralization Commit to a

increased awareness of the

set of principles/values that

values of biodiversity,

lead us towards harmony with

biodiversity mainstreamed in

nature

educational sectors Access and

Integration

benefit sharing: inequalities at

Biodiversity

the core of biodiversity loss

Raise political awareness on
biodiversity
Biodiversity

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(23/30)
Biodiversity

Everyone on Earth should do

Stepwise vision

more

Biodiversity

Empower local communities

Need to engage everybody

Identify Steps towards 2050

Community-based

New communication approach

Step wise

Population growth slowed

Decelerate consumption

Address driving factors

Steps towards 2050

Economic case

Parallel to low carbon economy

Integrated approach in

- a HIGH NATURE ECONOMY

management of natural

sacrifice

resources

Technology innovations

Nature based livelihood

sustainablesupplychains

Stronger legal and regulatory
framework

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(24/30)
Corporate accounting and

Secure land tenure

transparency

humanrights

Risk assessment

Consumption patterns

Phasing out harmful subsidies

Places where Nature’s

Empowering IPLC

interests have priority over

Sustainable

people

investment/finance

Community-based

Sustainable development

conservation

Education

Consumer awareness

Change of systems

Improve synzergies within the

Greater recognition of

UN system - cf current

community-based PAs

example of marine litters

Common practices

Land rights
Adaptation together with

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(25/30)
mitigation (of biodiversity loss

Social information system,

as well as climate change)

Education and communication

Sustainable curriculum

Human needs vs nature

Protect traditional practices

Prioritizing Planning and

address the situation of

Commitments

biodiversity defenders and

sustainable use of wildlife

contributions of women to

Integrated approach in

biodiversity conservation and

management of natural

sustainable use

resources

3 steps 1. Legal and regulatory

Stabilize or improve both

instruments with effective

ecosystem services and what

enforcement 2. Economic and

we get from nature

Financial instruments

other actors & networks -

established 3.

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(26/30)
cities, local and regional

Secure new consumption and

governments, indigenous &

production patterns - fewer

local communities, private

non renewable resources,

sector... even individual

sustainable use of renewable

citizens

resources

Sustainable food systems

Strenghten biodiversity

Traditional trade-off

safeguards and biodiversity

Radical decarbonisation of

cobenefits in financial

developed countries through

decisions

reduced and more efficient

importance of post-2020

energy options

framework being open,

Capitalize on local initiatives

accessible, and welcoming to

accountability not just for

EVERYONE

governments but for all actors

Rights-based approach

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(27/30)
Traditional practice

vision views

Decrease poverty and equality

Synergies between economic

Vision

and envtal decisions Change

Biodiversity mainstreaming

the structure of devt including

Awareness

the way we consume Nature

Youth, women and girls, private

benefitsharing

sector, involve actors at all

communication and education

levels

- young people

Tools

Need Metrics for common

Need to take into account all

understanding of the various

the impacts on the

components of Vision 2050

environment and not only on

Accountability

climate change

transformative change - the

Social interlinkages

political side

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(28/30)
action

work together to limit climate

create equality (end poverty)

change to 1.5-deg C (Paris

Development

Agreement)

Sustainability

Remove subsidies

Social vision

Accounting

solutions based on nature

Economic

Integrate local communities -

nature... culture... society

everyone depends on

(including economy)...

biodiversity

Equitable benefits for all -

Need Metrics for common

women and men

understanding of the various

Collaboration

components of Vision 2050

people are the problem... but

Accountability

people are the solution
Nature based livelihood

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(29/30)
assess_trade_offs

regulatory framework

Importance of production and

biodiversity_vs.food

consumption, business, human

Corporate accounting and

well-being

transparency

Restore - make good things

Conversation

happen

Risk assessment

Need common understanding

food

of the various components of

clear and concise

the vision

Action

Halt loss - stop bad things from

Strong regulatory framework

happening

Traditional Knowledge

Implementation

Phasing out harmful subsidies

Food

Inter and intra sectoral

Stronger legal and

involvement

Open text poll

Share and translate what the Vision 2050
can mean in real terms: back-cast to
possible pathways we need to get there

0 5 7

(30/30)
Sustainable development

Technological advances

Empowering IPLC

Education and awareness to

change human behaivor

raise ambition and strengthen

Sustainable

actions

investment/finance

ensure_just_transition

adress_social_costs

clear_target(s)

Sustainable development

Effective_communication

Involving

Effective communication

Equity

clear target(s)

Address inequity

Decouple economic growth

from natural resource use
make_it_a_development/economic_issue
Sustainable use
Holistic approach

Rating poll

How do you feel this morning? Are we on
the right track?

0 8 7

Score: 3.2

40%

26%

15%
10%

8%

1

2

3

4

5

Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

Which 5 targets do we want to play at
drafting today?

1 3 4

(1/4)
Protected Areas
31 %
Marine
31 %
Pollution
10 %
Biodiversity outcomes (e.g. species)
25 %
Consumption and production patterns
34 %

Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

Which 5 targets do we want to play at
drafting today?

1 3 4

(2/4)
Restoration
30 %
Resource mobilization
17 %
Capacity building
17 %
Sustainable use
34 %
Mainstreaming
34 %

Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

Which 5 targets do we want to play at
drafting today?

1 3 4

(3/4)
Sustainable land use planning
19 %
Invasive species
10 %
Over exploitation
10 %
Financial systems and green economy
16 %
Food and agriculture
33 %

Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

Which 5 targets do we want to play at
drafting today?
(4/4)
Energy systems
6%
Infrastructure
7%
Other
6%

1 3 4

Wordcloud poll

What are your take-aways from the #TC9?

0 7 2

action
specifically
pipe
forward
science positions
young key
engage
rallying
ideas nature people
business
good
drivers room post
clarity steps
new
2020
solved
recoginizing
reflected

prep

implementation

private

solution

role

inspiration

biodiversity

proactive

spirit
based
students gaps
sector policy
solutions better communication across sectors
address
network science is key
rawnhu

reality is now

Multiple-choice poll

How do you rate the interaction here at
#TC9?

1 2 1

Too much
10 %
Too little
22 %
Just about right
68 %

Rating poll

Has your voice been heard where and
when you wanted it to be?

1 3 6

Score: 3.7

46%

26%
18%
7%
3%
1

2

3

4

5

Multiple-choice poll

Has the #TC9 made you feel more
confident in moving forward to develop
the post-2020 framework?

1 4 2

Yes, much more confident!
24 %
Yes, a bit more confident
50 %
No change
15 %
I’ve lost some confidence
10 %
I’m much less confident
1%

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(1/14)
Triangulation of on country and

bringing me up to speed and

global goals, SMART goals, key

helpful to identify and address

to pos 2020

gaps in my own processes

#TC9, very informative

Interactive sessions very useful

conference. The post 2020

for rehearsing the articulation

clearly articulated.change is

if ideas, hearing ideas of

here , change begins with us!

others and getting talking to

There are many issues that

lots of new contacts

still need a greater voice

Excellent, informative and

within the CBD and the post

inspiring. Remember nature

2020 framework. our oceans

defenders and IPCL’s

being one - something I look

Weather let us down! Hope for

forward to working on in the

better luck next time

coming months.

ﻓﺮﻳﺒﻮد داﻧﺲ ﻧﻮ

Stimulating, good for

Special thanks for allocating a

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(2/14)
session on the importance of

One star a lot? The best?

integrating gender

However great tool and great

perspectives in the post-2020

facilitation! Thank you

GBF. kudos!

We talk about missing marine

Great hospitality, haven't seen

component. But what about

anything like it. appreciate the

freshwater?

post-meeting events /

Real great work of

hospitality

organisators. Thank you a lot!

I appreciated the inclusion of

Very inspired

so many voices and

Improved understanding of

perspectives - business/private

how targets and Indictators are

sector, gender, youth, IPLC

being constructed. Too little

Maybe not for everyone the

focus on practical

scoring of the questions on the

implementation and political

poll is clear!

will

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(3/14)
It would be good to allow for

transformational change, we

interaction on slido between

need new voices - the

speakers and the audience.

investment community, leading

Some comments and questions

climate activists, the

remain unresolved.

development community, etc.

I feel the conference was

More topics on resources

excluding people in general,

Social programme could have

people who actually might

brought people out exploring

come with valuable feedback,

surrounding nature. THIS IS A

ideas and knowledge

BIODIVERSITY CONFERENCE,

The vast majority of speakers

connect delegate with Nature!

are the same individuals,

Well facilitated, interesting

agencies and/or messages. In

discussions, new contacts

order to actually have

Reduce carbon emission of the
conference. More remote

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(4/14)
contribution (reduce flying),

Re energized and motivated!!

mandatory carbon offsetting,

I missed discussing about the

no meat

skills we need as

Include more people in general,

conservationists to enable the

reach out to those who are not

contribution of other sectors in

experts, but can make a

the change

change

Less meat, more vegetables.

Thank you trondheim

We should be part of the

Conference organisers and

solution from bottom to top.

supporters for a well organised

well done, very inspirational!

meeting

and excellent interaction with

Thanks to Norway and host

those not able to participate in

folk shiny stars were: Natasha,

person!

Jerry, Nina and Finn

Very well organised! Good

First visit and I am

presentations, great

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(5/14)
to already have the

Excellent faciliation

presentations!

Thank Natasa

Fantastic use of interactive

I still feel that the message on

tools.

the conservation of

Some basics remain under-

biodiversity is not clear

represented. For example in

The name list distributed

Regional communication they

should have been sorted by

were talking whether we need

country/organization instead of

a post 2020 framework or live

by alphabetical order of

with the existing one. so such

surnames. Was hard to find

basic things should also be

people in the list

addressed in this forum

Increase more informal

You can manipulate Slido it

interactions including more live

appears from multiple devices !
Good

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(6/14)
festivals..overall thanks much

was organized, most of

interesting discussion we had.

speakers have been open in

Great conference and very

sharing the way to go for

good to have the broad scope

future

with so many relevant issues

a stepping stone towards a

and speakers. More interaction

greater global goal

and small-group discussions

ONLY VEGETARIAN FOOD! COME

would have made it even

ON!

better.

Thank you Noway Thank you

Thank you Norway

for a great showc

More discussion

More female speakers.

Great to be able to talk in an

As first expirience very

informal setting

intresting and good

I like the way the conference

information
Amazing

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(7/14)
Needs to broaden CBD’s

needed better introduction /

horizon of knowledge and

preparation

input

nice website!

Insufficient time for experience

thank foi só much

sharing

Good to have that conference

thanks to Norways for

to prepare!

organizing!

Very well organised, very

Need to reach out to the

fruitful

sectors and stakeholders that

Appreciate greatly sharing

are not here and need to be

without political pressure and

part of this conversation

positions

Thanks Norway; enjoyed the

Interactive workshop was very

fresh salmon!

good

group work in session 9

The importance of this
informal setting

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(8/14)
to connect people to people,

footprint of the conference

not party to party. We need it

Presentations that are

more in the next 14 months.

concrete and specific are good,

Incorporate political discussion

some presentations too

well organised and thanks to

general and too much on

Norway. Great people.

process

well organised and thanks to

Very interactive, responsive to

Norway. Great people.

needs and discipline with time

Great!!!

Has been interesting to hear

Great job! Well organized and a

the challenges that countries

diverse range of participants

have

made for a terrific experience.

The recommandations

let's go out to nature as part

Well facilitated, interesting

of program

discussions

Need to reduce the

¡Muchas gracias!

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(9/14)
Integrate all sectors,

and organized Weaknesses: We

consumers, young people

needed more private sector.

Trondheim provided a great

Very well organised

space for the merging of ideas

conference. Interesting. Nice

from many many sources.

museum and consert.

Thank you Thank you Norway

Talks too big. need more

Very good

detailed to touch the ground.

Downside of slido is the ability

Informative. Gréât expérience

to be snarky and anonymous.

exchande

There are not enough In

Useful. Can be better. Airport

digenous leaders present

arrival experience not too

therefor our voice was not

good.

heard and the polls don't show

Network has been made

this

More sunshine

Strengths: Well run

Good to have

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(10/14)
interactive sessions limited

on the last day. More visions

involvement of youths

needed

More people outside the tent

Good sharing of ideas

Excellent presentations

Need better way to capture the

Well done the rapporteurs!

full discussion content and

I liked the openness in the

make available to all

discussions.

Intense

Well organised Outdoor dinner

Excellent

fantastics

mixed media; learned new

Insufficient time to discuss ABS

ways of facilitating; gathering

Satisfied

information

Transformed.

Perfect for someone new to

excelent

the topic

Too many talks, felt rushed.

Need to footprint of the

Most inspiring talks

conference

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(11/14)
Good

for interaction with the

open-minded athmosphere

speakers

Very welcoming organization

Thank you Norway!

Great facilitation

Quality speakers

I have been in Trondheim

The organisation was perfect

conferences before but would

Great interactive sessions

say that 2019 was the best

There should be more about

Speakers not respecting their

urbanization and the need for

allotted time slots

urban biodiversity

chilled beer missing

Dense program

Thank You so much

wonderful hospidality

High carbon budget for food

Less presentations

Very intensive but productive

great managed

Excellent overall More time

More gender balance

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(12/14)
on the podium

Concret mobilisons resources

Let’s recognized also what has

Add a walk and talk!

worked! Build on it

Bring the ministers from

Walk the talk

outside of environment!

Great framework for good

organization is good

discussions

More nature

Success!

More karaoke next time

Not enough science

Likly

More from experience - less

More regional perspectives

from experts

please

Break-up blocks of

Please send better weather

presentations with

next time ;-)

opportunities for interaction

More nature

Generous treatment

more detailed facilitation of
interactive frameworks

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(13/14)
Solidarity

Goals achieved, well done

the need for more engagement

well facilitated

on the post 2020

Hospitality and cultural

Excellent opportunity to have

experience great

interaction between science

Loved the presentations

community and Parties -

Perfect organisation!!!

thanks Norway

Excellent speakers and

Expérience

presentations

I liked everything. The

I loved this conference, never

facilitation was extraordinary

expeienced a similar

Bring more powerful players

conference

that impact biodiversity more

Loved day 2 sessions where

to the room

participants led sessions

Well organized, highly

Too many PPTs on issues that

interactive.

were or should be known!

Open text poll

Please provide us with your immediate
feedback on this #TC9

1 3 1

(14/14)
Reduce food waste

breakout groups

More time for discussions

Good food

Slidos were often too quick

Loved the interactive sessions

The interactions in groups

Good job making it

Fresh and transformative place

participatory

Thank you so much.

Not enough time to get into

Excellent facilitation

details

Small group discussions were

Informal!

most effective parts.

Great organization

Programme was too loaded

vegetarian - vegan conference

Very informative. The venues

next time

was superb

Great facilitation!!

Super agenda !

Wonderful facilitator

Less presentations, more

Very well-organised

